are intensified and intellectual activity is weakened. Taken into account the abovementioned, it is necessary to improve your voice.

No matter what a man’s voice since birth is. Through the practice you will be able to develop the voice that would match your professional skills and personality. If a law enforcement officer is often asked to repeat what he’s just said, if the students need to be explained the presence of a head (an authority) in front of them, there is no understanding because of the conversation. You should work at improving your pronunciation, voice control if: there is a fear of public speaking; the specific accent is heard; the uttered sound «p» vibrates either dull, unpleasant or artificially in the microphone; it is monotonous and the audience loses the interest quickly; the voice control is lost at the end of long sentences; the words or expressions such as «uh», «um», «so», «you know what» are frequently repeated; you don’t like your own voice.

Keywords: linguistic and communicative competence; pronunciation; diction; tempo and tone of speech
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INTERACTION OPERATIONAL AND INVESTIGATIVE UNITS IN IDENTIFYING, TERMINATION AND INVESTIGATION UNDUE ADVANTAGE

In this floor the features of co-operation of operative and consequence subsections open up an author in the process of exposure, stopping and investigation of illegal benefit, some ways of their improvement are offered.

The grounds of co-operation of operative subsections and investigators open up at an exposure, stopping and investigation of illegal
benefit, viokremlenno and the forms of co-operation of investigator and operative workers are described: judicial and organizational (unjudicial).

It is marked that, the basic difference of the noted forms is that the judicial forms of co-operation are based on the norms of the Criminal code of practice, and organizaciyni is the methods of connection between an investigator and workers of the authorized operative subsections.

Grounded, that effective co-operation of operative and consequence subsections in the process of exposure, stopping and investigation of illegal benefit, is the mortgage of success from achievement of the so-called principle of «running back of interests».

It is offered making alteration and additions in Instruction from organization of co-operation of organs of pre-trial investigation with other organs and subsections of internal affairs in warning, exposure and investigation of criminal offences.

**Keywords:** operational and investigative units; undue advantage; Criminal Justice.
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**FEATURES PSIHOPROPHYLATIC WORK IN THE SYSTEM OF ORGANS INTERNAL AFFAIRS**

Today psihoprophylatic work became an important part of the system of measures aimed at ensuring high performance operational performance of employees and departments of the Interior. This psychoprophylaxis in the internal affairs implemented in two main directions. The first area – a psihoprophylactic implementation of measures aimed at controlling and maintaining health personnel as a condition of performance. The second trend – psihoprophylactic police work with the public, aimed at preventing and minimizing criminal factors in society caused by the tendency to reorient the law enforcement agencies to implement punitive functions for implementation of socially oriented tasks.

Psihoprophylactic work and psychological support operational performance provides organizational, regulatory, psychological, educational, psychological and health care measures for the conservation, restoration and strengthening of social and preventive welfare and health of